
Rack Mounted Shielded Enclosure 
Server TEMPEST Protection 

The RMSE (Rack Mounted Shielded Enclosure) is a unique and easy solution 
for mitigating TEMPEST concerns by isolating individual servers within a rack. 

The enclosure is designed to mount inside an existing 19" rack and provide a 
layer of shielding to mitigate TEMPEST issues and a level of protection to 
switches, servers and IT equipment that need isolation or separation from other 
systems. When operational tempo or costs prohibit you from replacing an 
entire rack, our low cost solution gives you the protection you need to operate 
securely. 

The RMSE fits snugly into a standard 19” server rack and utilizes only 8 RU’s. 

The total length is 33" (32" from front post to rear chassis). The Enclosure will fit 

securely inside most standard 19" racks that are 36" deep. 

The Enclosures have two 120V or 220V fans for low vibration cooling, two 

filtered power receptacles, and can feed both a primary and a secondary 

power supply into the enclosure for redundant power and cooling. The front 

and rear panels are available in several different configurations for cooling and 

air flow. The rear panel can also accommodate up to 6 fans. 

Installation is very simple and can be accomplished with no or minimal 
downtime.  
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Technical Specifications 

About Us 

RF Defense, LLC is headquartered in Owings Mills, Maryland. RF Defense is a technical security 

solutions provider designed to help commercial and government organizations secure their work 

environments and convert standard office space and facilities into Secure Work Environments™. 

We differentiate ourselves by providing information security via effective RF, wireless, acoustic 

and technical countermeasures. 

These combined capabilities enable RF Defense to bring extensive experience in performing 

recurring assessment services, continuous monitoring on wired and wireless security, as well as 

independent testing and continuous monitoring activities. Our Customers benefit from RF 

Defense’s cost-effective, integrated approach to RF Assessments & Vulnerability Testing services 

by providing a single POC that can coordinate, execute, and deliver findings, results, and 

recommendations for mitigation techniques and remediation of existing vulnerabilities identified. 
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